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ANGLING REGULATIONS
The Game Commission will hold its
annual hearing to consider angling regulations on Friday, January 8, 1960. Seasons, bag limits and methods of taking
game fish species will be regulated.
It has been the policy of the Commission to publish tentative regulations
following its first session and then adjourn the hearing for two weeks. The
final regulations are adopted at the second session which this time will fall on
Friday, January 22.
Anyone interested in presenting recommendations regarding the 1960 an-

The Oregon State Game Commission

held its regular meeting on September
25 in Portland and acted upon the fol-
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lowing matters:
Bids: Rejected all bids received for
storage building on the Klamath Management Area.
Capital Outlay: Authorized $1,450 for

Number 11, Volume 14

remodeling of building at Pendleton;
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$752 for improvement of irrigation ditch
on Klamath Management Area; and $10,-

000 for construction of boat ramp at
Gilbert River on Sauvies Island. Also authorized call for bids for drilling of well
at Camas Swale, installation of new fur-

nace at Alsea hatchery and remodelling
of laboratory building at Alsea.
Salmon - Steelhead Policy: Adopted

policy in regard to expenditure of funds
to be received from new salmon Steelhead

license to go into effect next year (see
page 8).
Chickahominy Reservoir: Authorized
chemical treatment of reservoir at as late

a date as possible this fall to permit a
longer season for angling.
Land Withdrawal: Authorized application be made for withdrawal of public
domain along the Snake River for recreational purposes.
Sea Otter and Fisher: Authorized staff

to explore possibilities for reintroduction of these two species into the state.
License Sale Expenses: Rejected request of Tradewind Trollers to be reimbursed for expenses incurred in the sale
of angling licenses.

Please report promptly any change of address. Send in both the old and new address
with notice of change.
At the present time the Bulletin is circulated
free of charge to anyone forwarding a written
request.

NOVEMBER HUNTING AND
FISHING CALENDAR*
November 10:

the cover
Waterfowl make use of pond developed

on the E. E. Wilson Game Management
Area near Corvallis. (Photo by Frank
Stanton)
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HUNTER SAFETY

TRAINING PROGRAM
Instructors Approved
Month of September
86
Year to Date
533
Students Trained
Month of September
264
Year to Date
955
Firearms Accidents Reported 1959
Fatal
9
Nonfatal
22
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Season opens for brant.
November 11:

Seasons ends for elk in North and
South Coast areas.
November 15:

Season ends for pheasants, valley
quail, bobwhite quail, Hungarian and

gling regulations is welcome to attend.

Boone & Crockett
Big Game Entries

The Boone and Crockett Club

an-

nounces that entries for the 1959 competition for big game trophies must be
received by December 31, 1959, at its
offices at 5 Tudor City Place, New
York 17.

Charts for entering trophies may be
had by writing the New York office.
Specify the type of game being entered
in order to receive the proper chart.
DUCK STAMP SALES

LESS IN 1958
Duck stamp sales for last season totalled 2,165,562 for the nation, according to the Fish and Wildlife Service report for fiscal year 1958-1959. This total
was 189,791 less than the number sold
for the 1957 hunting season.
The stamp sales for the Pacific Flyway states were 396,809, of which 59,487
were sold in Oregon. California held the

record for the Flyway with a sale of
161,068 stamps.

Beginning with the 1959 waterfowl
season, the price for duck stamps went
up to three dollars, one dollar more than
in previous years. A new law requires
that except for paying the cost of printing and distribution, all funds must be
used in acquisition of lands for waterfowl management.

chukar partridge, mountain quail (eastern Oregon).
November 22:
Season ends for elk in Cascade, Northeast and Southeast areas.
November 29:

Season closes for snipe.
Entire month:

Open entire month for ducks and
geese.
*For exceptions, see 1959 hunting synopsis.
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Hunter Conduct Afield
By Rollin E. Bowles, Chairman, Oregon State Game Commission
AS THIS IS BEING WRITTEN, prep-

arations are being made in many of the
homes of Oregon for the great trek to
the woodland areas for the opening of
deer season. The hunters of Oregon have
already enjoyed a substantial amount of

huntingfirst for antelope, then doves
and pigeons, sage grouse, blue and

ruffled grouse. Probably the greatest

number of people to participate in the
taking of wild game in Oregon occurs
at the opening weekend of deer season
when a majority of Oregon's 250,000 deer

hunters are out to pursue their favorite
pastime.

Oregon is particularly fortunate in
the length of seasons that it enjoys in
the big game field, together with the
variety available. Antelope, blacktail and

mule deer, Rocky Mountain elk and

Roosevelt elk are all avidly sought after

by an ever increasing number of gunners. However, the continued participa-

tion in this great recreational outlet is
more likely to be curtailed from other
causes than the lack of adequate game
to justify a person going afield. Over
(

'y 50 per cent of the land area in the State
of Oregon is in federal ownership and
practically all of this land, with the exception of a few widely scattered parcels,
GAME BULLETIN

is supposed to be open to the use by the
public for hunting and fishing. We know

there are many acres of this area that
have been closed by persons who have
purchased land that lies across the only
point of entry to the public land. They
have closed their property to all except
a few chosen persons whom they allow
on their land and who through this have
access to the public lands lying behind.

It must be remembered by Oregon's
army of hunters that some of the best
big game hunting, as well as the majority of upland bird hunting, still is to
be found on lands in private ownership.
The cooperation of those landowners is
of vital necessity to the continuation of
the sport of hunting as our forefathers
have known it.

With the great influx of population

into the western part of the United
States and particularly into Oregon the

last few years, more and more land has
come to be posted. This was occasioned
by irresponsible people, some of whom

felt that a hunting license gave them
the right to enter on land in pursuit of
wild game which happened to be public property and entered without permission. Such is not the case at all.
The game may be public property, but
pursuing it on privately owned land is a
privilege to be granted or withdrawn as
the owner of that land may see fit. Of

late years we have seen a number of
previously

closed areas, particularly
those owned by large timber companies
in the western part of the state, opened
to public hunting on a rather open basis.
The deer and elk population had become
so large that they caused severe damage

to the new tree plantings so carefully
and expensively set out by the landowners. How long these timber companies will be willing to permit the public to utilize these lands to exercise their
sport is dependent almost entirely upon

the conduct of those people who go
upon the lands.

Instances have been cited to the
Game Commission where people had
gone in as the guests of the landowner
(Continued on Page 4)
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Hunter Conduct
(Continued from Page 3)

and had shot up the equipment, damaged

buildings, storage tanks and carelessly
left a fire burning that could have destroyed the entire area for the landowner

as well as the deer hunter. It is quite
obvious to anyone that a situation can
conceivably arise where the tree farmer
can better tolerate an over population of
big game animals than he can a handful
of careless and irresponsible hunters or
fishermen.

As the result of the diligent and tireless efforts of a number of people in the

sportsmen's clubs and state agencies,
coupled with the need for proper harvest, many of these land areas are still
remaining open in spite of the human
problems that the irresponsible few bring

about. One large timber company has
reported quite recently that the conduct
of the hunters in 1958 was so good that

it is even opening up the areas where
active logging is going on and some areas
that have been previously closed for fear
No sign should be necessary to keep a considerate hunter out of a field where cattle are grazing.
This is a sure way to get all hunting eliminated on this place.

of both fire and injuries to their own
people. It is hoped by the Oregon State
Game Commission that this conduct on

the part of the hunters will point the

way to additional acres being opened so

that a proper and balanced harvest of
the wildlife populations can be carried
out. Whether or not such is to be the
case is largely dependent upon the individual hunter, for only he can be the
guardian of his own conduct in the field.

The hunter who shoots too close to a man's home will soon find his welcome cut short.

If he sees someone else who is not
playing the game according to the rules,

he can indicate to that individual the
nature of the misconduct he observes
and what may be the result to all concerned if this type of conduct continues.
Having travelled over a good part of
the state in the past several years, hunt-

ing both big game and upland birds, it
has been-my privilege to talk to a great
number of landowners who did not know
who I was, whether I had any connection
with the sportsmen's clubs or Game Com-

mission, or whether I was just another
hunter. I found that the biggest complaint and the most frequent charge of
misconduct came as the result of people
who went upon the land of another with-

out asking permission to do so. Let us
for just a moment put the shoe on the
other foot. Let us say that some stranger
would come to your property in the city.

You may only have just a small lot or
a large one, for that matter, that you had

cared for carefully. Then this stranger
went marching across the lawn through
the petunia beds, picking the roses, and
such other flowers that he might desire.
(Continued from Page 5)
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Hunter Conduct
(Continued from Page 4)

You can readily visualize the uproar that
would result. You would be angry, and
justly so. But the corn, beets, alfalfa and

other crops that the farmer may be
growing are just as dear to him as are
your petunias and rose bushes, for it is

out of them that he makes his livelihood.

After all, for you to go upon his land
is a privilege and not a right. Obviously
he is interested in knowing who is upon
his land and why; and it is no more than

fair that you have the courtesy to ask
him for that privilege.
Most generally the landowner is quite
reasonable in granting permission un-

less there are definite reasons why he
does not want people upon his property,
and these reasons are perfectly valid in
most instances. Crops that are ready for
harvesting are not, going to stand a man
and his dog walking over them. Fields

that contain a number of cattle are not
hunting spots in the farmer's eye because

the cattle can be disturbed very easily,
lose flesh or drop in their milk production. Other very good and real reasons

RED HAT PLEDGE
Obey the game laws.

Respect the rights and property
of others.
Be careful with fire and firearms.
fires, and I am sure that no one would
want to feel that he was guilty of the
negligence that cost the life of another
person by not taking proper care of his

fire and putting out every match or
cigarette. while in the field or in the
forest.
We have been fortunate in Oregon in

the past few years in that no hunter-

caused fire of significant proportions has

been reported, but unless every one of
us exercises continuing caution, that fire
may engulf our favorite area.
Those of us who have been close to
the outdoor recreational picture for the

past few years have seen introduced at
each session of the Oregon Legislative
Assembly an increasing number of bills

seeking to curb or restrict the sport of
hunting and fishing. These bills were
submitted oftentimes by people who were

not well informed but certainly sincere.
Most of them have failed of passage but

it is not wholly impossible that in the
future, as the result of some tragic incident caused by a hunter or fisherman
who has failed to fulfill his responsibilities while afield, some of these bills
may become law, thereby possibly seri-

ously restricting the sport as those of
us to whom it is so dear have known in
the past. It is hoped that these incidents
do not occur but, from experiences of
the past, they are an ever present danger.
The Oregon State Game Commission
has been extremely vigilant in legislative
matters of this type, doing all within its
power to protect the privileges and recreation for which Oregon is famous. We
are sincerely hopeful that we have the
cooperation of everyone who purchases

a license to fish or hunt. Whether we
are able to maintain this possession is
(Continued on Page 7)

are generally the basis upon which
the landowner refuses permission. How-

ever, he may have other lands that are
not in this condition but are open by

r permission. There is, of course, the iso-

lated instance where the landowner does
not permit any hunting by anybody for
reasons that are peculiar to himself, and
that is his right.

Illt

HUNTING BY
PERMISSION

Another fact that is in some degree
a real problem is that of camp grounds.
There is the ever present complaint concerning people who camp in our beautiful forests while on a hunting or fishing

expedition and leave their debris scattered all over the place. Surely, it is not
asking too much to burn up the refuse
that is burnable and bury the rest. Cans,
bottles and so forth are certainly an eye-

sore and oftentimes they are a danger.
Cans often have sharp edges that could
cut when partially buried in the grass
and broken bottles are an ever present
danger to everyone,

particularly to

youngsters. Other refuse that can't be
burned should be buried well so that it
does not attract flies and cause the camp
grounds to be an unpleasant, ill smelling
place for those who may come later. And

while on the subject of camp grounds,
be careful with fire. It can not only destroy the camp ground and the home
in which the deer, elk and other wild
animals, birds and fish live; it can
r.",e also cost the jobs of a lot of workmen.
Fire has been known to often trap those
who negligently started it in the first
place. Lives are lost every year in forest
GAME BULLETIN
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If you want to see more "Hunting by Permission" signs in your favorite hunting areas, do not
abuse the privilege when allowed to hunt on private lands.
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Twenty Years for Waterfowl Through
the Pittman-Robertson Program
What has been accomplished for water-

fowl under the Pittman-Robertson pro-

both federal and state funds, over 50 million dollars have been invested in these

gram since its inception on July 1, 1938?
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service re-

activities. In addition, the states spent
over 71/2 million dollars on waterfowl

ports that in the 20-year period from
that date through June 30, 1958, water-

fowl areas acquired or optioned total
665,589 acres. For acquisition, development, operation and maintenance

of

these areas the states obligated $36,756,-

434 of federal funds and at least onethird as much in state funds. Including
The antelope harvest this year totaled
444, according to reports from 798 hunt-

ers, making a success ratio of 55 per
cent.
*

*

*

In excess of 750,000 people viewed

the Game Commission exhibit at the

State

Acreage

Ariz.
Calif.

1,702
10,571
13,296
17,051
17,146
1,565
5,768

Idaho
Nev.
Ore.

Utah

ber of visitors to the Exposition.

Wash.

*

*

The Hart Mountain archery season
produced 34 deer for 450 archers, a success ratio of 7.5 per cent. Malheur bow
hunters were 15 per cent successful, 53
deer being taken by 346 archers.
*

*

*

A dam has been installed at the outlet to Miller Lake (Klamath County) to
prevent lampreys ascending the stream
to the lake, which was chemically treated

this past year.
*

*

*

The Game Commission staff has recently completed a new film on upland
game birds entitled "Autumn Wings." It
was photographed and produced by Bob
Mace, with editing by Clark Walsh, and
sound recordings by Ron Shay. The film
is available for showing to sportsmen's
and other organizations interested in
wildlife of the state.
*

*

The fish ladder at Steamboat Falls on
Steamboat Creek, tributary of the North
Umpqua, was completed in September.

This will make spawning grounds accessible to salmon and steelhead and as
soon as the new fish ladder was completed, it was used immediately by sum-

mer steelhead congregated below the
falls.
*

Waterfowl hunters again are reminded to keep an eye out for banded birds
and report them either to the Game Commission or the U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. Band records are kept by the
latter department.
Page 6

to each state is governed by a formula
based upon the number of hunting license holders and the area of the state.
The tabulation below shows the acreage

acquired or optioned and the federal
funds obligated for waterfowl areas in
the states of the Pacific Flyway.

Pacific Flyway

Centennial Exposition this summer. This
was more than one-half of the total num*

studies and investigations.
The amount of federal funds allotted

Total

67,099

Acquisition
$
68,100

Development
Oper. & Maint.
$ 317,952

139,435
365,293
374,783
997,829
15,323
191,317

2,332,176
573,415
804,773
961,268
617,124
417,792

386,052
2,471,611
938,708
1,179,556
1,959,097
632,447
609,109

$ 2,152,080

$ 6,024,500

$ 8,176,580

Total

$

International Association Meets in Florida
The 49th annual convention of the

ment of Interior prepare a long-range

International Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners was
held in Clearwater, Florida, September
14, 15, 16, followed by the annual meet-

program for the conservation, rehabilitation and development of the lands under
the Bureau of Land Management and the
proposal calling for a senate committee

ing on September 17 and 18 of the

American Fisheries Society. Attending

from Oregon were Rollin E. Bowles,
chairman of the Game Commission, and
P. W. Schneider, director. Mr. Schneider,

chairman of the executive committee
this year, was elected second vice-president of the Association for the coming
year.

Following are some of the matters
covered by the 25 formal resolutions
adopted by the Association:
Requested state highway departments

and U. S. Bureau of Public Roads to

staff study of the problems of public
access to the public lands.
Reaffirmed its opposition to federal
subsidies encouraging drainage of irreplaceable valuable waterfowl habitat.
Urged Congress to extend the Soil
Bank Act program beyond 1969 and increase acreage eligible for Conservation
Reserve contracts.
Endorsed creation of Arctic Wildlife

Range with the provision that the state
of Alaska retain administration and
regulatory control over all resident game
species.

make every effort to obtain reasonable
access to all recreational areas along the
limited access federal highway system.
Urged that adequate funds be pro-

Requested U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to administer its game refuge
areas in such a manner as to permit an

the wildlife phase of the program.
Commended Congress for increasing
sewage treatment construction grants
and also commended the Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare for vigorous enforcement of the
law relating to abatement of interstate
water pollution.
Endorsed proposal to have Depart-

Reaffirmed, in the interest of protection of the Columbia River fishery

vided for the U. S. Forest Service to
carry on Part I of its "Operation Outdoors" program and to initiate Part II,

orderly harvest of surplus game.
Recommended appointment of a waterfowl management committee to study
most practical means of coordinating the
waterfowl management efforts of the
nations involved in the maintenance of
the continental waterfowl resource.
resources, its opposition to the construe:

tion of any high dams on the Salmon
River (tributary of the Snake River);
(Continued on Page 7)
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Hunter Conduct

Half a Century Ago
$1.00

(Continued from Page 5)

dependent upon how well the license
holding public guards its own conduct
while afield.

ANGLER'S LICENSE

In conclusion, I repeat what all of

This License entitles

a resident of the State of Oregon, to fish with a hook and line, within said State, subjea
to regulations provided by law.

This License expires on the 31At day of December, 1909, and must be shown, on
demand, to any officer charged with the enforcement of the game laws.

man.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rollin E. Bowles was appointed to
the Oregon State Game Commission in

DESCRIPTION
Age

you have heard on many occasions. Be
careful with fire and firearms. Respect
the rights and property of others. Conduct yourself in such a way at all times
as you would expect a guest to conduct
himself in your home. Be a good sports-

July, 1958, and has

Complexion

been serving as
chairman since
January of this

Height

Color of Hair

Weight

Color of Eyes

year.

Presently p r a cticing law in Port1 a n d, Mr. Bowles

By

---

has been active in

County Clerk,

Deputy

Open season for Trout, April 1 gl to November 1 t.
Bass and Salmon Trout, no limit, open all year.

many phases of
conservation af-

Limit: 75 in one day.

This is a photograph of one of the first angling licenses issued in Oregon. The law requiring a
resident to have an angling license went into effect in 1909. Licenses were issued by county clerks.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
MEETS IN FLORIDA
(Continued from page 6)

and unalterably opposed construction of
the high Nez Perce Dam and endorsed
construction of the High Mountain Sheep

Dam as a power project provided fish
facilities are provided that meet approval

of the Idaho, Washington and Oregon
fish and game departments and the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Endorsed the present apportionment

policy of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service for the disbursement of federal
aid funds for wildlife restoration.
Urged Department of the Interior to
take action to speed up the processing of
land withdrawals for recreational use.
Recommended enactment of S. 812,
providing for establishment of a Youth
Conservation Corps, which would assist
materially in the conservation of Ameri-

can youth and in the conservation of
natural resources.

Opposed H. R. 2565 in its present
form and urged that it be amended to

TRAPPING SEASONS

OPEN THIS MONTH
The general trapping season for most

furbearing animals opens on the 15th
of November with some minor excep-

fairs with particular interest in the
protection of the anadromous fisheries
of the state.
Prior to moving to Oregon, he lived
in the state of Washington.
He is past president of the Oregon
Division of the Izaak Walton League
and a member of several other conservation groups.

with the

For relaxation he likes to hunt both
large game and small, and to fish, es-

Mink may be trapped from November
15 to January 15. From November 15 to
February 15 the season is open for marten, ringtail cat and muskrat. An extended season for muskrat prevails in Lake,
Klamath, Malheur and Harney counties
where this species may be trapped from
November 1 through March 31.

pecially for stripers and salmon. For the

tions. Closing date varies
species.

Beaver and otter may be taken from
November 1 through February 15 in
Malheur, Lake and Harney counties,
while specified areas in the rest of the
state

are

open

from November

15

through February 15. A description of
the open areas is given in the 1959-60
synopsis of trapping regulations, available from the Game Commission office.

The fee for a resident trapping li-

latter purpose he has acquired a small
boat that he can transport from one hot
fishing spot to another.
BEULAH AND WARM SPRINGS
RESERVOIRS BACK TO

REGULAR BAG LIMIT
The emergency trout bag limit of 30
fish a day for Beulah and Warm Springs
Reservoirs was repealed by the Game
Commission at its October meeting. The

regular bag limit of 10 fish a day (6
inches or over in length), and 20 in possession, will prevail again in these reservoirs which are open the entire year to
angling.

The larger bag limit was established

give states and provinces the sole right
to issue special hunting and fishing permits on military or Indian reservations
but such permits be issued only under

cense is six dollars. Trapping licenses
are not issued to nonresidents.

-mutual agreement between the state

low level, resulting in possible fish

Indian Authorities or Department of

Eight waterholes for big game are
being developed in the arid portions of
the Deschutes National Forest by the

Defense.

Forest Service and Game Commission.

much as anticipated.

game and fish agency and the recognized

GAME BULLETIN

last summer to permit anglers to take
more fish when it was expected that the

reservoirs would be drained to a very

losses. Because of the heavy rains in
eastern Oregon. drawdown was not as
Page 7
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This law, together with the related
policy, is of significance in several respects. It is the first instance of specialized licensing provision for one group
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of fish in the history of the Oregon game
code. Such licensing provisions for big
game have prevailed for many years.
It expresses in an emphatic way the
significance of the anadromous salmonoid fishes of Oregon as a dominant part
of the over-all fish resources of the state.
More importantly, it provides some assistance in the badly needed financing
on a sustained basis of necessary programs of the Commission in this particular phase of its fisheries management
program. Although the general license

dollar will still continue to finance a
major part of the Commission's activities

One of the actions taken by the Fiftieth Legislative Assembly that is of interest to the Oregon angler is the new
law requiring a separate salmon license
as an adjunct to the basic angling license

for the taking of salmon and steelhead
as a game species in Oregon. This law,
now a part of the Oregon game code, is
Chapter 692, Oregon Laws 1959. It pro-

0. L. 1959) which authorizes the collection of additional fees from anglers who
fish for salmon or steelhead in the state
of Oregon to in part meet this need, and
WHEREAS it is the considered opinion of the Oregon State Game Commission that basic knowledge and new tech-

niques must be obtained before additional management practices can be ap-

vides for a fee of one dollar for the

plied,

salmon and steelhead research and man-

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Oregon State Game

license and earmarks these- funds for

agement. The effective date of the act

Commission adopts the following policy

is January 1, 1960.
Subsequent to the passage of this act,
the Game Commission, after careful
study, adopted the following policy to be

for the expenditures of funds derived

followed in the use of the estimated

administration costs be spent for intensified research to determine facts and
seek new and better management techniques concerning the salmon and steel-

$75,000 expected to accrue from the issuance of the license:
WHEREAS many urgent and pressing
problems concerning the maintenance
and enhancement of salmon and steelhead have arisen, and
WHEREAS salmon and steelhead are
of the greatest importance to the anglers
and economy of the state of Oregon, and
WHEREAS the Oregon State Game
Commission is presently engaged in
varied and essential phases of management and research relating to these resources but limited by available funds,
and

WHEREAS additional financing for
the necessary studies, investigations, and
management procedures is urgently
needed, and

WHEREAS the Fiftieth Legislative
Assembly enacted a law (Chapter 692,

Oregon State Game
Commission Bulletin
1634 S.W. ALDER STREET

from fees collected under Chapter 692,
0. L. 1959.
1. That the first funds expended after

head of Oregon.

2. That as rapidly as facts are determined and new techniques are developed,

a portion of the funds will be employed

in placing the new techniques into an
action management program.

3. That this research be carried out
through the Research Division of the
Oregon State Game Commission.
4. That specialized fields of research

demanding specialized skills other than
fish biology will be contracted to suitable research agencies if the need arises.

5. That the general procedures of

this policy will be re-examined periodically by the Oregon State Game Commission to the end that the best use of
new knowledge can be made in the interest of the public resource involved.

related to anadromous fish, it will help
in furthering the program.
It recognizes the principle that the
direct user will contribute to the maintenance of that resource, although the
modest fee of one dollar will not meet
the full needs of financing.
It recognizes the growing impact of
a burgeoning sport fishery in the problems of maintaining this resource.
Finally, it expresses legislative directive that the Commission increase its
efforts in the field of salmon and steelhead management. The Commission recognizes that salmon and steelhead, fish

resources unique to the Pacific Northwest, will become increasingly more attractive and valuable. Under these circumstances its program objective is one
of increasing the abundance of the species in every stream system where possible.

Close collaboration will continue to be

maintained with other entities of government and with all activities of indus-

try and agriculture that influence the
welfare of our fish resources.
P. W. Schneider

The 1957 game kill figures for the
United States show the following numbers of animals taken by hunters: Elk,
54,572; whitetailed deer, 774,534; mule
deer, 640,041; blacktailed deer, 99,617;
pronghorn antelope, 52,927; black bear,
18,997; moose, 1,086; bighorn sheep, 230;

mountain goat, 689; and peccary, 3,561.
The report was compiled by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service from data supplied
by the various states.
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